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… he was making twenty tripods 
that were to stand by the wall of 
his house, and he set wheels of 
gold under them all, that they 
might go of their own selves to the 
assemblies of the gods, and come 
back again, marvels indeed to 
see. 

Homer, Iliad, Book XVIII  





Sci-Fi 
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Turkeys have grown from an average 
6kg in 1929 to over 13kg today.  
 
They will be as big as humans in just 
150 years.  
 
Within 6,000 years, turkeys will dwarf 
the entire planet. 



Graph of Logistic Curve (a typical sigmoid function, wikipedia) 
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The car could not fit  
in the parking space  
because it was too small. 
What was too small? 
 
I’m not a walking 
encyclopedia you know. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Aubergine Challenge 



Reality 







Big Data 
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Four real challenges …  



Replaceable agency 







Predictable freedom 





Influentiable autonomy 





Dependent delegation 





What infosphere? 
 
What human project? 



Think deeper 

    Design better 

        Be mindful 



Men at some time are masters of 
their fates. 

The fault, dear Brutus, is not in 
our stars. 

But in ourselves, that we are 
underlings.  

Shakespeare, Julius Caesar I.2 
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